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Gravitational Universal reaction
belonging to Micro-Relativistic concepts
(Contains Complete Demonstration of existence of
composite particles
of
and essential
intuitions necessary to develop the Relativistic formula
of dissipation showing as a gravitational mass becomes
a Star.
Inside the mass of a cubic meter containing Water at
STP at density

are assembled
. ∙
[ ]

particles that from

now on we will call “composite particles
, therefore
inside one particle
occupying a special volume
that from now on we will call Space Fabric of
. ∙

at density

inside

there would be a

mass
, but this is not exactly
the case for the reason that although inside the
composite particle
there is mass at density of
water all that mass is concentrated in its center in the
status of a particle “

” at density of mass

times more dense that the mass in status of water

therefore

.

..
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The composite particle
having a unit of mass
in the center of a volume of Space Fabric
comes to be an entity

.

practically empty that in virtue of one particle
of
extremely high density
positioned in its center,
although results “practically empty” has average density
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with the peculiar physical character that

is contained inside a physical entity named Space
Fabric
defining the volume as above shown
occupied by mass in status of units of

.

We have now that one molecule of water contains;
“nodules” each consisting of 22.36
Takes a number 894.4

of composite particles of

mass at density

to assembly the “nucleus”

of one water molecule made up of
each of density

at the same time

will be necessary to put together the
of the same
894.4
(since this way they will add up a volume of
Space Fabric occupied by one molecule of Water:
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In this context of
clustered together in the
center of the Water molecule due to presence of
inside
there are a number of water molecules:
.

Each made up of

of

occupying at density of Water

and each
a volume:

Containing mass:
Each Water molecule, for what presented above
containing a nucleus/cluster of
particles of
density
surrounded by a Space Fabric:

The above presentation of the water having a nucleus
of extremely dense mass IP that in molecular status
reflects presence of substance in three simultaneous
conditions of existence of mass
is
essential in order to present the behavior of a
gravitational mass and particularly its microcosmic
relativistic behavior in regard of its capacity to absorb
particles from the coexisting
and its
antithetic character causing dissipation away from own
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mass in status of particles generated through
degradation of their status during absorption of the

Output from SUN (Formula of dissipation of Ruggeri):
The

particles in the center of the composite particles
of the
as extremely small items
surrounded by Space Fabric are in condition to
penetrate and coexist with any mass in the Universal
Reality and in this general condition are able to respect
the Universal Law of absorption which is a tenet of the
physical behavior of a mass.
Inside a Gravitational mass coexisting with the
internal presence all over of composite
having the capacity to be absorbed continuously
by substance hosting them, fulfils Newton’s Law in the
following manner:
Input/Absorption in time (which takes place internally
to a mass), since in the structure of composite particle
the Space Fabric
surrounding the
inside
doesn’t impedes their Penetration/Flow
inside the gravitational mass (which anyway, is a
phenomenon taking place at extremely slow radial
speed).

Absorption of the
gravitational mass

particles of mass in
:
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by a
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it must be pointed out that the above equation is the
result of the following integration:
For:

Sun

Absorption:
𝑘
𝑐2

𝑇𝑜𝑛
1"

the two results above are the same but the way in which
the second is obtained has the purpose to point out how
the phenomenon takes place.
Also from the above integral results that the absorption
as flow varies with the increase of internal radius of the
sphere occupied by the mass:
:

This shows that the absorption of the composite
particles
takes place along the internal radius
0<r<R of the mass for
as an internal
phenomenon and so is dissipation that although is a
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phenomenon more complex still is completely
dependent from absorption.

Dissipation:
each spherical layer inside the gravitational mass can
absorb and absorption means active penetration of a
flow of composite particles
at radial levels to be
pinpointed as effects causing degradation of mass
followed by entropic expansions (dissipation) of the
same mass, that as soon they take place are moving
radially away from the solid mass under absorption by
the phase
of the
:
The local effects caused by absorption over the
gravitational mass have been calculated separately here
below through the following considerations:
1) Gravitational absorption at variable radius
taking place over surface of unitary layer
of mass
presently going under the “reactive” value called
gravitational acceleration:
( , )

to the value
associated an effect over a mass of
the gravitational phenomenon so that whilst
is
introducing the composite particles
inside the
gravitational mass a degradation of a portion of
flows out as dissipation under absorption by the phase
.
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Integration of the above produces the degradation of
Solar mass over the time 1”:

dissipating out of it.

Example, for Sun output in

"

:
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equivalent to:
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More physical details associated to this theory of
existence will be presented in future papers....
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